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a tangle of ambient choices.
the air we cry almost
breathed,deafening the
contours of what is this
social body. more awls in the
p o t a t o h e a d . a n d t h e
lifework blasted. and the
wind licks semar's thumb.
who lives and how we never
know, and other husks that
if boiled in saltwater may. 



and that these lonely bodies aren't even birdshells. and yet they must expire to
something. someone writes the social in the script of the closed door to your
room, where i worry you disappear in ones and zeros when one's not looking. a
digital photographic image, the void of the cute glows like an exit sign from the
crypt. and there's nowhere to go but that room, just to see how you're doing,
still there, solid as anything and not waiting on any harbinger but common
hunger, sleep, variable timestamps unfxed from duration. holding quiet in
speechless word, some trust in the left alone, suspicious of any exterior or
interior. and bathing duties in fesh, hair. lines of laying circumvent,
circumscribing tomorrow's quiet. quietly the walls wear down. we go down on
the open moon who goes down on us. 



worry the dichotomy, burnt leaf debris. the
narrator puckers lips, sucks thumb. and it's easy
as 7, 8, 9, long as someone comes out of the fracas
with infnite name. blow out the inheritance cake
candles if you don't want to appear ungrateful.
mistake is, after all, the sincerest form of
imitation. and can i count on you? counting
backwards from the scattered ash. 



used seeing. and the proscription.
patterns, names of days, routine's
desires. underwear, menus, kids,
favors. manifold scenes of address,
return to sender. look at my
translatorship. look at the edges of
an illegible name of eligibility. the
proper name keeps seeing stars,
gummy stars, chewy uncertainty,
the self-seriousness of far, great
kingdoms, walls toppled in comedy.
and the very real girders of the
never or now. elation and rage take
shape from sidewalk shadows, blue
dark extension on gray mottled
grains, concrete forms. and asphalt.
and asthma. and assignation. who's
the puppetmaster and who the
poet? and asks. the shadow of a
shepherd in a hazmat suit. frst as
bracket then as asterix. sic. ibid.



and reasons for talking and
untranslatable ellipsis. and a
sunrise and whatever it
means in a land between
between's between. cosmic
fat, carnal fundament. a fun
l e n t . d e c r i m i n a l i z e d
universe, unordered. and in
my end is my beginning,
e g g i n g a b y l i n e a n d
forgiving revenge. saddens
itself to specifcs, like an
everyday mass, anathema,
hardwon inference. just a
lowkey cave, see it up there
opening into the rockside,
some dragonfies between
here and there as if an
example could shadow the
way the city looks today,
and you in it, from here,
speaking volumes.



your name has no face, which is one of its open
secrets i follow looking for a place to sit down and
eat lunch with you. "di sini aje bang, di sane aje
dek", neither here nor there we wake up in a
trace. side or lyrical sound burrowing down to
guess so, roots to fowers and fruits and roots (but
not back to) holding faces in the high place we're
always waking up as, in a no place to go but home
no go but to nowhere fast, already "di sini aje
bang ogak ah di sana aje", ya know? now that it's
unsettled, let's see the place map ground around
the where the winds may take us. i say your name
no other way to get from there to here and in
between.


